### 2020 VIRTUAL SPRING CLINICAL MEETING PROGRAM

**MOUNTAIN TIME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, April 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Therapy Room</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8:00 am - 10:00 am | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
MPEA Communication Workshop  
Effective Communication in a Multicultural Workplace  
J. Johnson (Therapy Room)  |
| 10:30 am - 12:30 pm | JOINT THERAPY (DIAGNOSTIC SAM SESSION)  
Managing Image Guidance Doses to Radiation Therapy Patients  
Managing Image Guidance Doses to Radiation Therapy Patient’s Risk of Cancer and Need for Image Guided Radiation Therapy Patients  
G. Ding, C. Lee (Therapy Room)  |
| **Diagnostic Room** |                                                                  |
| 8:00 am - 10:00 am | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
Fulminants of Small Field Dosimetry  
How to Generate an Effective TG Report  
J. Ely, A. Knobloch  |
| 10:30 am - 12:30 pm | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
Task Group Creation and Effective Report Development  
How are Task Groups Created?  
Lessons Learned on Task Group Processes from TG-263  
B. Ferraz, M. Million, C. Mayo (Therapy Room)  |
| 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
Quality Assurance of Ion Chamber and Diode Detector Arrays  
Assurance of Ion Chamber and Diode Detector Arrays  
P. Xia, P. Johnson, L. Schubert (Therapy Room)  |
| 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
CARES Campaign  
Communication: How to Talk so Patients will Listen; CARES Campaign  
E. Covington, T. Blackwell, Y. Yan (Therapy Room)  |
| 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
The Importance of Breast Cancer Screening  
Update on Stereotactic Breast Imaging  
E. Covington, T. Blackwell, Y. Yan (Therapy Room)  |
| **Sunday, April 5** |
| **Therapy Room** |                                                                  |
| 8:00 am - 10:00 am | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
Low Dose Rate Brachytherapy for Eye Plaques  
Implementing a Radiotherapy Fractionation Program  
D. Tevack, A. Huddle  |
| 10:30 am - 12:30 pm | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
Managing Image Guidance Doses to Radiation Therapy Patients  
Managing Image Guidance Doses to Radiation Therapy Patient’s Risk of Cancer and Need for Image Guided Radiation Therapy Patients  
G. Ding, C. Lee (Therapy Room)  |
| **Diagnostic Room** |                                                                  |
| 8:00 am - 10:00 am | DIAGNOSTIC (SAM SESSION)  
Screening for Breast Cancer with 3D Digital Mammography  
Screening for Breast Cancer with 3D Digital Mammography  
P. Xia, P. Johnson, L. Schubert (Therapy Room)  |
| 10:30 am - 12:30 pm | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
Task Group Creation and Effective Report Development  
How are Task Groups Created?  
Lessons Learned on Task Group Processes from TG-263  
B. Ferraz, M. Million, C. Mayo (Therapy Room)  |
| 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
Educator Perspective from AEIRS  
Educator Perspective from AEIRS  
R. Marsh, J. Elee, N. Kowalczyk (Diagnostic Room)  |
| 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm | DIAGNOSTIC (SAM SESSION)  
MRI Update  
MRI Update  
S. Brady, R. Marsh (Diagnostic Room)  |
| 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm | DIAGNOSTIC (SAM SESSION)  
Contrast Enhanced Mammography: Physics and Applications  
Dr. J. Och  |
| **Monday, April 6** |
| **Therapy Room** |                                                                  |
| 8:00 am - 10:00 am | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
Disaster Preparedness - Am YOU Ready?  
Nature of Radiation Damage from the Anchorage 7.1 Magnitude Earthquake  
A. M. N. MacCabe (Therapy Room)  |
| 10:30 am - 12:30 pm | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
Communicating Evidence & Change in Clinical Practice with non- APEM Stakeholders  
Effective Communications: A Regulator Perspective from CRCPD,  
Radiation Protection from ACRPG  
D. Gress, E. Berns, K. Kanal (Therapy Room)  |
| **Diagnostic Room** |                                                                  |
| 8:00 am - 10:00 am | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
Managing Image Guidance Doses to Radiation Therapy Patients  
Managing Image Guidance Doses to Radiation Therapy Patient’s Risk of Cancer and Need for Image Guided Radiation Therapy Patients  
G. Ding, C. Lee (Therapy Room)  |
| 10:30 am - 12:30 pm | DIAGNOSTIC (SAM SESSION)  
ACR MRI Update  
MRI Update  
S. Brady, R. Marsh (Diagnostic Room)  |
| 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
Task Group Creation and Effective Report Development  
How are Task Groups Created?  
Lessons Learned on Task Group Processes from TG-263  
B. Ferraz, M. Million, C. Mayo (Therapy Room)  |
| 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
The Numbers Don’t Lie (Or Can They?)  
Patient-specific QA Evaluation Using Modified Gamma Methods and 3D DVH Analysis  
S. S. M. H. D. (Therapy Room)  |
| 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm | DIAGNOSTIC (SAM SESSION)  
Dual Energy CT: Demystified; The Portable O's  
R. Martin, M. Reiter, J. Elee, R. Pooley (Diagnostic Room)  |
| **Tuesday, April 7** |
| **Therapy Room** |                                                                  |
| 8:00 am - 10:00 am | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
Bionanomicroscopy in Oncology: Clinical Imaging and Dosimetry  
S. Kappelheim  |
| 10:30 am - 12:30 pm | DIAGNOSTIC (SAM SESSION)  
Updates in Clinical Breast Imaging  
Updates in Clinical Breast Imaging  
S. Brady, R. Marsh (Diagnostic Room)  |
| 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
Task Group Creation and Effective Report Development  
How are Task Groups Created?  
Lessons Learned on Task Group Processes from TG-263  
B. Ferraz, M. Million, C. Mayo (Therapy Room)  |
| 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
Bionanomicroscopy in Oncology: Clinical Imaging and Dosimetry  
S. Kappelheim  |
| 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm | DIAGNOSTIC (SAM SESSION)  
How are Task Groups Created?  
Lessons Learned on Task Group Processes from TG-263  
B. Ferraz, M. Million, C. Mayo (Therapy Room)  |
| **Wednesday, April 8** |
| **Therapy Room** |                                                                  |
| 8:00 am - 10:00 am | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
Implementation of Image Guidance in Radiation Therapy Practice  
Implementation of Image Guidance in Radiation Therapy Practice  
S. Brady, R. Marsh (Therapy Room)  |
| 10:30 am - 12:30 pm | DIAGNOSTIC (SAM SESSION)  
Practice Guideline (MPPG) 315;  
Guidance for Fault Recovery in Radiation Therapy  
Lessons Learned on Task Group Processes from TG-263  
J. Fowlkes, N. Hangiandreou, Z. Lu  |
| 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
Quality Assurance in Ultrasound  
Quality Assurance in Ultrasound  
M. Gress, E. Berns, K. Kanal (Therapy Room)  |
| 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
CARES Campaign  
Communication: How to Talk so Patients will Listen; CARES Campaign  
E. Covington, T. Blackwell, Y. Yan (Therapy Room)  |
| 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm | DIAGNOSTIC (SAM SESSION)  
ACR MRI Update  
MRI Update  
S. Brady, R. Marsh (Diagnostic Room)  |
| **Thursday, April 9** |
| **Therapy Room** |                                                                  |
| 8:00 am - 10:00 am | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
Task Group Creation and Effective Report Development  
How are Task Groups Created?  
Lessons Learned on Task Group Processes from TG-263  
B. Ferraz, M. Million, C. Mayo (Therapy Room)  |
| 10:30 am - 12:30 pm | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
Stereotactic Breast Imaging: Overview of Techniques;  
Stereotactic Breast Imaging: Overview of Techniques;  
D. Gress, E. Berns, K. Kanal (Therapy Room)  |
| 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm | PROFESSIONAL (SAM SESSION)  
Task Group Creation and Effective Report Development  
How are Task Groups Created?  
Lessons Learned on Task Group Processes from TG-263  
B. Ferraz, M. Million, C. Mayo (Therapy Room)  |
| 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm | THERAPY (SAM SESSION)  
Bionanomicroscopy in Oncology: Clinical Imaging and Dosimetry  
S. Kappelheim  |
| 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm | DIAGNOSTIC (SAM SESSION)  
ACR MRI Update  
MRI Update  
S. Brady, R. Marsh (Diagnostic Room)  |